The classical "game of life" (GOL) due to Conway 1,2 is a famous mathematical game constructed as a two-dimensional cellular automaton in which each cell is either alive or dead. A set of evolutionary rules determines whether a cell dies, survives or is born at each generation based on its local environment. The game of life is interesting because complexity emerges from simple rules and mimics real life in that a cell flourishes only if the environment is "just right" producing a breadth of life-like behavior including multi-cellular lifeforms. Results are presented from a quantum adaptation of the GOL which assigns a qubit to each cell which then evolves according to modified evolutionary rules. Computer simulation reveals remarkable evolutionary complexity that is distinct from the classical GOL and which mimics aspects of quantum biological processes and holds promise for the realistic simulation of species population dynamics. Liveness emerges as a probability density with universal statistical properties dependent solely on the evolutionary rules.
I. INTRODUCTION
Imagine a two-dimensional universe composed of a square grid of cells. Each cell i in Conway's classical game 1,2 takes the value a i = 1 if alive and a i = 0 if dead. A cell i interacts with the eight cells j in its immediate neighborhood and its evolution depends on the total "liveness" A i = 8 j=1 a j of the neighborhood which is an integer from 0 to 8. A live cell will die at the next time step if A i ≤ 1 or A i ≥ 4 and survive otherwise.
A dead cell remains dead unless A i = 3 in which case a life is born. These classical rules mimic the success or demise of life based on environment; if the number of live cells in the neighborhood is too high or too low the cell dies due to overcrowding or loneliness but flourishes if the surrounding liveness is optimum. Conway's evolutionary rules are simple and yet, when applied simultaneously to each cell at each time step called a generation 1 , a myriad of complex behaviors emerge. Multi-cellular lifeforms are created which are classed as "still lifes" (static or unchanging), "oscillators" which return to their original state after a number of generations, dynamic objects, plus other more exotic species. The game also exhibits self-organized criticality with universal scaling laws 3 .
A process for the quantisation of Conway's classical game was proposed in 2008 by Flitney and Abbott 4 and referred to here as a quantum game of life (QGOL). In the QGOL, each cell is described by a qubit |ψ which is a superposition of alive |1 and dead |0 states such
where a is the "liveness" of the cell and b is obtained by normalisation. If a cell i is tested to establish its liveness, it will be found to be alive with a probability |a i | 2 or dead with a probability |b i | 2 . Flitney and Abbott 4 proposed adapted evolutionary rules that modify the liveness of a each cell i at each generation dependent on its coupling to the neighborhood liveness A i , now a continuous variable between 0 and 8. The QGOL rules recover Conway's classical game for purely live and dead cells. The QGOL rules are non-unitary (application of the QGOL rules does not conserve liveness probability density) and so each application of the QGOL rules includes a normalisation step. Each cell |ψ i is therefore a qubit which interacts with its immediate environment A i at each generation to evolve to a new state |ψ i .
Qubits do not exhibit quantum coherence nor execute random walks but increase, decrease The QGOL was executed on a 100 × 100 grid with periodic boundary conditions. To Qualitatively, the system exhibits scaling behavior with similar properties at different scales and additionally serves to emphasise the fragility of life through the extreme sensitivity to starting conditions.
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